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Is your son or daughter a PICKY EATER? In this publication, Gussy hears about his great-
grandfather grand adventure, where carrots play an enormous role. *FREE GIFT INSIDE* KINDLE
UNLIMITED & AMAZON Primary can read this publication for FREE! Pick up your copy today!
He's so fussy about meals, that everyone phone calls him FUSSY GUSSY. The Fussy Gussy
trilogy can be for YOU AND YOUR Kid! Fussy Gussy and the Carrot Rescue is definitely one out
of 3 books that were written to help children familiarize with vegetables and try new foods.
These books help picky eaters establish good eating habits. Augustine is a fussy eater.
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 Therefore Mommy tells him a story about his great-great-great-great grandfather Augustine the
Third, King of the kingdom of Novegia. Five Stars What a cute reserve! The other night time
while at the supper desk, my child asked me what "that" was. He was pointing to a carrot. When
his Royal Guardsman hears information that a group of deadly assassins have planned to
assault the King, they devise a plan to flee...that's gross! I'll hardly ever eat that! Great publication
thank you. (Despite the fact that he already wants carrots!King Augustine dislikes carrots so
very much that he forbids anyone from eating or growing carrots in his kingdom. He has every
carrot in the kingdom seized and stored in the stockade close to the bridge. I informed him it
was a carrot and was fulfilled with a very loud, "Eww. With the assassins approaching fast will
King Augustine find a way to escape? I told one of my children the assassins had been on their
way and they completed their plate very quickly."Fussy Gussy and the Carrot Rescue" is a smart
story compiled by Ortal Zeret and Hadas Korb, that encourages little ones to try brand-new and
healthier food options, in this tale it's about carrots.This would be considered a perfect story to
tell around the supper table when you are trying to convince your little ones to consume their
carrots. The storyline only is worth the cost of the book and the pictures just pull the whole thing
together. The tale is what passions my kids.This "Fussy Gussy" book has been our families
favourite of the whole series..not really that the carrot is good for them. "Fussy Gussy and the
Carrot Rescue" is an adventure like no other. I would have never considered to combine
assassins and carrots all in one story. Each time he discovers that probably vegetables ain’t so
very bad after all. You can instantly recognize both Fussy Gussy and King Augustine from their
previous books. They can relate to the various characters and also learn the deeper moral lesson
of the tale regarding health and happiness.) Every time he discovers that maybe veggies ain’t so
very bad after all Fussy Gussy is usually a picky eater.. We have been looking forward to
another.*Disclosure: I received a complimentary copy of "Fussy Gussy and the Carrot Rescue" in
exchange for my review. All opinions are 100% my own. Can Fussy Gussy ever change his
attitude towards carrots? The scenes of the king in big trouble are funny.They are my reasons
for ranking this reserve for five superstars and desire to recommend this for young pick picky
eaters.We received this ebook for free and in return, here is my honest review. I believe kids will
love and learn from these books motivate children to eat healthy food Children's nutrition does
not have to be frustrating. Amazing veggie propaganda masquerading since a suspenseful
cardiovascular pounding action book As any parent of fussy eaters knows getting them to eat
their vegetables requires cunning. This is a wonderful book that has become a family group
favorite. The story targets King Augustine's adventure and not about all the health advantages
of a carrot. We'll see!The author has also provides your son or daughter with a creative kit that
you can download for free by the end of the story, this would help to extend the learning. I was
astonished to start to see the kids full 180 change in their watch of vegetables after hearing this
books many times! Each is normally fun, the tales are interesting and the pictures done well and
colorful. So fussy about meals that he's categorised as FUSSY GUSSY. One day Mommy acts
cooked carrots to Gussy. No way will he eat them!Our Favourite Fussy Gussy Reserve To Date.
Get that? NO-VEG-IA. Can that tale convince Gussy to consume his carrots? Children also love
this book and want to hear the story again and again without realizing this reserve is making
them more likely to eat more vegetables.The king hates carrots so much that he makes a law
that "nobody else in his kingdom should have to suffer just as much as he did from the sight,
smell or taste of carrots!" In a few days all of the kingdom's carrots are curved up and stored in a
secure place. But a larger threat looms -- the king's enemies intend to catch and kill him! In
attempting to escape the king faces an awful choice -- and it has to do with carrots! An



incredible twist.But will Gussy indulge in an amazing twist also and eat a carrot or two? Ah, the
youngsters will laugh at the closing and give veggies a more serious look. I think. Great read
This book offers a fun way to instruct your kids to teach your kids to consume all vegetables. It
teaches your children to end up being adventurous. Thanks for inspiring fear of assassins and
like of vegetables in the hearts of my children. An extremely creative and unique way for fussy
kids to teach to consume and try new meals. Great read. By Angela This book is still cracking me
up after reading it many times! This book is excellent vegetable propaganda masquerading as a
suspenseful heart pounding action book. Exactly what will happen to the carrots which have
been stored? I think the author has a great way of informing the story. Cute We love fussy
Gussy! You'll find nothing more frustrating than trying to convince a fussy eater to try eating
something new. I cannot wait to read it to my child. Attempting to encourage Fussy Gussy to
consume his carrots, his Mom tells him the tale of his Great Great Great Great Grandfather, King
Augustine the 3rd. While you little one is colouring away you could be chatting about the
reasons why carrots are good for you. So picky he won't also try his vegetables. That is until
mother tells him the story of his distant relative, a King who was also a fussy eater. Each tale in
the trilogy is about a different veggie with a different predicament the king is definitely put
in.The illustrations are shiny and colourful, a perfect addition to the story. THE CARROT AND
THE SHTICK -- a great story with good motivation Perhaps you don't have a fussy eater in your
home, not as fussy simply because Gussy (short for Augustine). I liked it a lot and think this was
a very fun and creative storyline with beautiful images and easy to read font size to reach small
children to just try fresh things such as foods, etc. Super function Korb and other author!
Consider these ways of avoid power struggles and help the picky eater in your family eat a
balanced meal, This adventure children's publication tells a great story, It's a straightforward and
fun to instruct and motivate kids to eat healthy food and even enjoy carrying it out!""Fussy
Gussy and the Carrot Rescue", tells the tale of another small boy nicknamed Fussy Gussy, who
dislikes carrots.
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